Agenda

Remaining HW
Conference Logistics
Intellectual Property
One-minute madness
Key Takeaway
Remaining HW

HW12: Poster (tonight)
HW13: Revised paper (April 30)
Intellectual Property

Generally
  Copyright
  Patents
  Trade secrets

Common topics for us
  Licenses
  Data and software sharing
One-minute Madness

Sneak-peak of the poster or demo
Could also be used for paper

No time to discuss the details

One minute means one minute
1-min Madness Template

Introduce the problem
Describe the general approach
Highlight one key result
Invite the audience to the poster
What did we learn?

Scientific process
  Problem formulation
  Metrics and Experiments
Paper writing and presentations
  Authorship
  Details and Clarity
Conference organization
The Takeaway

Find the process and examples
Papers, presentations, research, ...

Imitate

You will be 80% there with this approach